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Foreword
The Deloitte Private Equity Group is proud to present to
you the sixth publication of the South African Private
Equity Confidence Survey (“PECS”) which is conducted in
conjunction with SAVCA.
In future the survey will be performed twice a year
(Q1 and Q3). This forward looking survey provides
insights on how fellow private equity (“PE”) and venture
capital (“VC”) practitioners are viewing the landscape
and more importantly what future expectations are.
Sean McPhee
Leader – Private Equity Group
Deloitte Corporate Finance

Greg Benjamin
Deloitte Corporate Finance

South Africa has not been immune to the global
economic crisis and the “de-coupling” theory where
emerging markets will “de-couple” from the developing
economies has been proven to be incorrect. The impact
of the credit crisis will have and has had, far reaching
implications on all economies with the landscape being
changed forever.
South Africa has proven to be resilient but has not
been unaffected and the credit crisis means that
funding deals will require more equity than before.
As risk aversion increases it is inevitable that emerging
economies will be affected as capital flows to safety and
investors rebalance their portfolios.
However, with adversity comes opportunity. The
financial crisis and declining valuations should provide
significant opportunities for PE firms to acquire assets at

For the first time in this quarter’s survey we ask PE
practitioners for their views on Human Capital. These
results provide for interesting insights into the impacts
of the current economic climate globally and locally, and
adds further weight to this survey as a significant tool
for the industry and our stakeholders.

J-P Fourie
Executive Officer: SAVCA

Given the restrictions that have been imposed in the
tempered tax incentive legislation for VC and SME
investment, the take up of these incentives may not be
as high as expected, which is reflected in the VC results
and views of this edition. SAVCA are in the process of
addressing these incentives with National Treasury.
The levels of deal activity for the coming periods seem
to be tracking global investment and economic trends,
with the lowest amount ever of PE practitioners time

attractive prices once expectations between buyers and
sellers converge.
PE firms have proven to be dynamic, flexible and
responsive in volatile markets and this ability has enabled
them to respond to changing market conditions.
Holding periods will most likely increase with the focus
moving from deployment of capital to managing risk
and driving underlying portfolio performance.
This all translates into interesting times but we are
confident that the private equity industry will emerge
stronger and will continue to play a significant role
in capital markets and building better, more resilient
businesses.
We would like to thank all the participants who took
part in the survey and assisted us in providing us with a
view on what the next 12 months holds for the PE and
VC industry.
I would also like to thank Greg Benjamin, Glen Henning,
the Deloitte marketing team, Deloitte Corporate
Finance team and SAVCA for their input in putting this
publication together.

Sean McPhee
Leader – Private Equity Group

been allocated to sourcing new deals, this with other
results show that the industry is squarely focussed
on managing the cycle and driving value at portfolio
company level.
I hope that you find this data useful for your future
planning and wish to thank the team at Deloitte for
their considerable efforts in collecting, collating and
commenting on the data, all of which results in a value
reference point for the industry going forward.

J-P Fourie
Executive Officer: SAVCA
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Key findings of the
Q1 2009 PECS Survey
With the global economy in
recession and the resultant
volatility in markets, the private
equity community is divided on
what the future holds.
40% of respondents expect the
overall economic climate to
decline, 33% to remain the same
and 27% expect the economic
climate to improve. This is a more
optimistic view since the last
Survey (Q3 2008) showing that
some respondents may believe we
have turned the corner.

Fund Raising
Despite global uncertainty and the anticipated difficulty
in raising funds, 62% of respondents are planning to
raise a new fund over the next 12 months. However, in
a world where competition for capital is increasing, this
is going to be incredibly tough. Respondents are under
no illusion with 76% expecting more difficulty in raising
funds over the next 12 months.
South Africa is still the favourite choice as a
geographical source of raising capital followed by the
US (29%) and then Europe (20%). A potential structural
change is evident in the sources of these funds as more
respondents are looking to other markets such as the
Middle East and Asia to close their funding gap.
Deployment of Capital
51% of respondents envisage investing all available
funds in less than two years which is a crucial driver of
the raising of new funds.
47% of respondents envisage taking up to four years
to invest their current fund. It is these funds that have
their “war chests” that will be best positioned to take
advantage of the opportunities that are expected to
emerge from this cycle.
Manufacturing and services industries remain favourites
as private equity participants focus on defensive sectors
and businesses that are scalable and will benefit the
most from the upswing.
The healthcare sector is experiencing some renewed
interest.
No respondents are looking to invest in start up
companies and seed capital.
18% of respondents believe that the attitude and
understanding of institutional investors is worsening
which is the highest recorded in this survey.
In line with respondents spending the majority of their
time being internally focussed on investee companies,
the transaction focus will be on providing replacement/
buyout and expansion and development capital.
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Competition for Assets
57% of respondents expect that competition for new
assets will decline.
79% of respondents expect entry multiples to decrease.
This, coupled with less expected competition for assets,
must represent a huge buying opportunity. However, the
big question is, when will the bottom be reached and
will sellers’ price expectations converge with buyers?
49% of respondents are anticipating deal volumes to fall
as buyers and sellers price expectations converge and
respondents wait for the most opportune time in order
to deploy capital to yield the best returns.
80% of respondents expect deal sizes to decrease as the
equity to total transaction capital ratios increase. As a
result we expect more activity in the mid-market space.
64% of respondents expect the availability of debt
funding for transactions to decrease and we expect the
equity component of deals to increase as deals are more
conservatively financed.
Exit Strategies
80% of respondents expect exit valuations to decrease
and 76% expect the volume of exits to decrease. This
confirms that it is not a good time to exit.
There is an opportunity for the emergence of a stronger
secondary private equity market in South Africa. A
stronger secondary market would inject liquidity and has
been successful in achieving this in markets such as the
US, UK and Europe.
52% of respondents intend to exit investments to trade
players with only 19% using management buy outs/ins.
Financial Performance of Assets
The landscape has changed with 43% of respondents
anticipating that their investee companies will perform
below expectations with only 6% still expecting their
portfolio to outperform expectations.

“The storm we spoke of last year has
broken, and it is more severe than
anyone anticipated. What started off as a
financial crisis may well become a
second Great Depression.”
Trevor Manuel, Minister of Finance: Republic of South Africa
Budget Speech, 11 February 2009
BEE
32% of respondents expect that there will be no black
involvement at the fund level in the next 12 months.
This is sharply up from 18% and it appears that the
majority of funds are focusing their BEE compliance at
the investee company level.
Time Allocation of Returns
39% of respondents (the highest ever in this survey)
expect to spend the majority of their time on portfolio
management, focusing on what they have and driving
value from better operational performance in their
portfolio companies.
22% of respondents time will be spent on fundraising
activities with only 26% (the lowest ever in this survey)
spent on new investments.
Human Capital
79% of respondents expect the skills pool in South
Africa to increase over the next 12 months.
21% of respondents are looking for a skill set different
to the current team. We may well see a change in the
composition of teams as the focus shifts from financial
skills to a combination of operational and portfolio
management.
Investors
Investors remain confident that private equity returns
will outperform returns achievable on the JSE.
Only 26% of respondents expect to increase their
allocation to PE and VC funds although 57% will
maintain the status quo on their allocations.

The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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Results of the Q1 2009
PECS survey
Fundraising

Figure 1 to 5

In terms of Basel 2 requirements, banks
may try to move private equity
allocations off balance sheet from a
capital adequacy point of view as it
becomes more expensive which may
result in less pure captive funds.
With the global economy in recession and the resultant
volatility in markets, the private equity community is
divided on what the future holds.
40% of respondents expect the overall economic climate
to decline, 33% to remain the same and 27% expect the
economic climate to improve. This is a more optimistic
view since the last Survey (Q3 2008) showing that some
respondents believe we have turned the corner.
The key questions are:
• How long will the downturn last?
• What will the impact of the volatility in global
financial markets be on the South African private
equity market?

Figure 1. During the next twelve months, I expect the overall economic climate to:

Improve
4

Decline

Remain the Same

What is clear is that the “de-coupling” theory where
emerging markets will “de-couple” from the developing
economies is incorrect. The impact of the credit
crisis will have and has had far reaching implications
with the global economic landscape being changed
forever. South Africa and the local banking sector have
proven to be resilient but have not been unaffected.
As risk aversion increases it is inevitable that emerging
economies will be affected as capital flows to safety
and investors rebalance their portfolios.
Amidst this global uncertainty and despite the
anticipated difficulty in raising funds, 62% of
respondents are planning to raise a new fund over
the next 12 months. However, in a world where
competition for capital is increasing, this is going to be
incredibly tough and respondents are under no illusion
with 76% of respondents expecting more difficulty in
raising funds over the next 12 months.
Banks, insurance companies and corporates
[Figure 4] have reduced as expected sources of
capital. The shortfall is expected to be filled by private
individuals, pension funds and funds of funds.
Governments/DFI’s, pension and funds of funds
continue to be the favourite sources of funding. Under
Regulation 28 pension funds are limited to a 5%
allocation to alternative asset classes and it is doubtful

that they have reached this limit. However, they are the
custodians of pensioners money who can least afford
volatility in returns. Funds of funds are not governed
by Regulation 28 and remain an important source of
funding.
South Africa is still the favourite choice as a
geographical source of raising capital followed by the
US (29%) and then Europe (20%). A potential structural
change is evident in the sources of these funds as more
respondents are looking to other markets such as the
Middle East and Asia to close their funding gap. The
vast wealth amassed by Sovereign Wealth Funds could
prove to be a valuable source of funding and the ability
to tap into these sources of funds will be tested.

A potential structural change is evident
in the geographical source of funds as
more respondents are looking to other
markets such as the Middle East and
Asia to close their funding gap.

Figure 2. Over the next twelve months we plan to raise a new fund:

There has been a lot more interest in the Middle East
and Asia as potential sources of funding. Despite the
interest, South African funds have found it challenging
raising capital from these geographies. Two major
drivers of operating in these regions are relationships
and track record. It is the relationships which local PE
funds must develop before the Middle East and Asia
become sustainable sources of funding.
This change could have a major impact on the local
private equity industry as raising funds in the Middle East
and Asia comes with its own challenges.
The most important question that needs to be answered
is whether capital providers in these locations will take
a long term view and invest in South Africa, or whether
they’ll choose to keep their funds in their local markets,
where there is still economic growth.

Yes

No

Figure 3. Over the next twelve months we expect raising new funds for investment to:

Remain the Same

Be Less Difficult

Be More Difficult
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Figure 4. If we intended to raise funds within the next 12 months, we would raise capital from the following source of third party funding (select up to 3):

Government/DFIs

Pension/Endowments

Banks

Insurance

Fund of Funds

Private Individuals

Government/DFIs

Other

Figure 5. If we intended to raise funds within the next 12 months, we would raise capital from the following geographical source:

South Africa

6

Europe

US

Middle East

Asia

Other

Deployment of Capital
Given the backdrop of the credit crisis, volatility in
financial markets and current market sentiment, “cash
is king” and whatever cash is available will be deployed
carefully and wisely to where the best return will be
achieved.
With adversity comes opportunity, and the financial
crisis and declining valuations should provide significant
opportunities for PE firms. PE firms have proven to be
dynamic, flexible and responsive in volatile markets and
this ability has enabled them to respond to changing
market conditions. One must not forget that great
returns have been made investing during downturns and
savvy PE investors will see the opportunity.

Figure 6 to 9

With adversity comes opportunity, and
the financial crisis and declining
valuations should provide significant
opportunities for PE firms.

51% of respondents envisage investing all available
funds in less than two years which is a crucial driver of
the raising of new funds (refer figure 2). However, 47%
envisage taking up to four years to invest their current
fund. It is these funds that have their “war chests” in
place that will be best positioned to take advantage of
the opportunities that are expected to emerge from this
cycle. Others who are less fortunate will experience how
difficult it is to raise new funds in these current markets
and may miss out on these opportunities. However, it is
worth noting that having a “war chest” in concept or via
agreement does not guarantee that the investment can
be made as limited partners (LPs) may not wish to make
the draw down in spite of the agreement in place.
Of particular concern is the attitude and understanding
of institutional investors. 18% of respondents believe
that it is worsening which is the highest percentage
recorded in this survey. This is most likely due to
lower returns and volatility compared to the stellar
returns reported in years gone by. This goes to prove
that the good times do not last forever and that
there are business cycles that have to be experienced
along the way. The write down (mark to market) on
investments and the inability to boost returns simply
by using financial engineering will ensure that the
level of disclosure improves and communication
with institutional investors is paramount to manage
expectations.
Demand for more transparency and disclosure by
LPs may drive a change in the interactions between
GPs and LPs.

The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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Two new industries namely:
1. Construction, and
2. Mining and mining supplies have been introduced
into the Q1 2009 survey which accounts for 15% of
the total sector interest.
Construction accounts for 11% of this and respondents
will undoubtedly focus on companies with infrastructure
spend exposure. This is driven by the Governments
public investment in infrastructure which is expected
to be R787 billion in the medium term. This includes
projects undertaken for the 2010 FIFA World Cup
and Eskom and Transnet’s expansion projects. The
introduction of two new sectors obviously skews
the comparison to previous reference points but the
manufacturing and services industries remain favourites
as private equity participants focus on defensive sectors
and businesses that are scalable and will benefit the
most from the upswing.
Healthcare appears to be experiencing a renewed
interest, up to 8% (from 5%), as it is commonly viewed
as a defensive sector. This could also be seen as a vote
of confidence in the appointment of Barbara Hogan as
Minister of Health.

Figure 6. I expect the time it will take to invest my current fund to be:

Less than 2 years

2 to 4 years

More than 4 years

Figure 7. Currently, I feel that the understanding and attitude of institutional investors
towards the PE/VC industry is:

As can be expected with the high competition for
capital, no respondents are looking to invest in start-up
companies and seed capital as stable and predictable
cash flows will be preferred during these volatile times.
The tax incentives recently introduced appear to be
insufficient to convince participants to take risks as they
elect to exercise caution.
In line with respondents spending the majority of their
time being internally focussed on investee companies,
the transaction focus will be on providing replacement/
buyout and expansion and development capital.
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Improving

Worsening

Remain the Same

Figure 8. Over the next 12 months I expect to focus on opportunities in the following sectors (select up to 3):

Financial Services
Manufacturing

Info Tech
Entertainment

Health Care
Services

Telecoms
Mining and Mining Supplies

Retail
Construction

Media
Other

Figure 9. I am currently looking at the following types of deals:

Replacement and Buy-Out
Expansion and Development
Start-up and Early Stage
Seed Capital

The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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We are not expecting to see the
mega leveraged buyouts of
previous years and expect the
equity component of deals to
increase as deals are more
conservatively financed.

Competition for Assets
Valuations will remain a complex issue as global asset
volatility and the unpredictability of earnings persists.
It is therefore not surprising that those with capital will
tread cautiously to ensure that it is deployed correctly to
optimise returns.

Figure 10 to 15

Figure 10. At the present time, competition for new investment opportunities is:

Overwhelmingly 57% of respondents expect that
competition for new assets will decline. This may reflect
the lifecycle of existing funds but also the hesitation in
committing new funds until there is more clarity and
visibility.
Views around future entry multiples are clear. An
overwhelming 79% of respondents expect entry
multiples to decrease. This, coupled with the expected
decrease in competition for assets, must represent a
huge buying opportunity. 95% of respondents realise
this and intend to be net buyers of businesses as buyers
and sellers’ price expectations converge.

Increasing

Decreasing

Not Changing

49% of respondents are anticipating deal volumes to
decline as the price expectation gap between buyers
and sellers remains and respondents wait for the most
opportune time in order to deploy capital to yield the
best returns.
Due to the global credit crisis it is not surprising that
64% of respondents expect the availability of debt
funding for transactions to decrease.
We are not expecting to see the mega leveraged
buyouts of previous years and expect the equity
component of deals to increase as deals are more
conservatively financed.

The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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On larger deals there may be more club deals where
a number of PE investors co-invest on the same
transaction; however this is not without its own
complications. The South African banks are however still
“open for business” but they are being more selective
and cautious on their lending which impacts the terms
under which they are prepared to lend.

Figure 11. Over the next 12 months I expect entry multiples on transactions to:

As a consequence, an overwhelming 80% of
respondents expect deal sizes to decrease as the equity
to total transaction capital ratios increase. As a result
we expect much of the transaction activity to be in the
mid-market space in the next 12 months.
The contraction in debt markets has led to a reduction
in the number and size of transactions and means that
funding of deals will change with more equity included
in deals. As a consequence GP’s will need to return to
their roots and focus on driving operational performance
in portfolio companies and rely less on financial leverage
to boost returns.

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 12. Over the next 12 months I expect the volume of transactions to:

It should also drive greater collaboration between
private equity and corporates co-investing in mutually
beneficial opportunities. Corporates will bring value in
the form of process and efficiencies and private equity
the scarce resource of equity capital.

Increase

12

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 13. Over the next 12 months I expect the average deal size to:

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 14. In the next 12 months I expect to be a net buyer or net seller of businesses:

Net buyer

Net seller

Purchases = Sales

Figure 15. I expect the availability of debt financing for transactions to:

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same
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Exit Strategies
In line with valuations expected to be under pressure
and competition for assets to remain weak during the
next 12 months, 76% of respondents expect the volume
of exits to decrease. This confirms that it is not a good
time to exit provided you do not have to.

Figure 16 to 19

Figure 16. During the next 12 months, I expect exit valuations to:

South Africa does not have a very active secondary
private equity market, and with the potential of
distressed assets sitting in portfolios and the rebalancing
of portfolios there is an opportunity for the emergence
of a stronger secondary private equity market in South
Africa. A stronger secondary market would inject
liquidity and has been successful in achieving this in
markets such as the US, UK and Europe.
With the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (“JSE”) sliding
from 33 324 at its peak in May 2008 to its current levels
of approximately 21 000 at the time of going to print,
IPO’s remain a last resort as an exit strategy.

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 17. During the next 12 months I expect the volume of exits to:

The majority (52%) of respondents intend to exit
investments to trade players. In the previous bull
market with cheap available debt funding private
equity dominated in the competition for assets but in
a bear market, trade players with cash may have the
advantage.
Management buy outs and management buy ins will
decrease due to the availability of debt funding although
19% of respondents have indicated that they intend to
exit using this route.
It is not a good time to exit. Funds nearing the end of
their time horizon will elect, where possible, to extend
the terms of their fund and delay exit strategies to
extract higher values.

14

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

It is not a good time to exit. Funds
nearing the end of their time horizon
will elect, where possible, to extend the
terms of their fund and delay exit
strategies to extract higher values.

Figure 18. During the next 12 months, we expect to exit investments by:

Trade Sale

Sale to Another PE Firm

Resale to Management

IPO

Figure 19. I expect the average lifecycle from initial investment to exit for investments made
in the current year to be:

Less than 2 years

2 to 5 years

More than 5 years
The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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Financial Performance of Assets

Figure 20 to 21

The wave of retrenchments that has
moved through the world has not
left South Africa unaffected. If
retrenchments do become a broader
problem then local earnings could
reach unanticipated lows.
The landscape has changed with 43% of respondents
(up from 33%) anticipating that their investee
companies will perform below expectations and
only 6% still expecting their portfolio to outperform
expectations. This reinforces the need to focus on the
existing portfolio and illustrates that there may be some
stress in portfolios given the current economic climate.

Figure 20. Over the next 12 months I expect the relative financial performance of our
investee companies to:

51% of respondents still anticipate that the combined
value of portfolio companies in which they are invested
in today will be worth more 12 months from now. This
is significantly down on previous surveys but is in line
with Q3 2008.
The wave of retrenchments that has moved through
the world has not left South Africa unaffected but we
certainly have, thus far, been affected to a lesser degree.
The industries of mining, textiles and automotive
have been affected the most, but if retrenchments do
become a broader problem then local earnings could
reach unanticipated lows.

Outperform Expectations

Under-perform Expectations

Figure 21. Twelve months from today, I anticipate the combined valuation of all portfolio
companies in which we are invested today, relative to current value, to be:

Higher
16

Perform in Line with Expectations

Lower

Remain the Same

BEE

Figure 22 to 24

BEE has been a major driver of M&A performance in
South Africa and various empowerment transactions
have been concluded with private equity. In the
current economic climate the level of M&A activity has
diminished and a number of previously concluded BEE
deals find themselves out of the money.

Figure 22. During the next 12 months we expect our fund to (funds only):

32% of respondents expect that there will be no black
involvement at the fund level in the next 12 months.
This is sharply up from 18% and it appears that the
majority of funds are focusing their BEE compliance at
the investee company level.
56% expect BEE to generate more opportunities while
13% of respondents expect BEE to generate fewer
opportunities.
Including BEE partners in transactions at investee
company level will become more difficult as gearing
ratio’s decrease and thus the final equity cheque from
BEE investors grows. For BEE to maintain its impetus,
BEE transaction structures will need to be reviewed
and improved in order to ensure the sustainability of
the model. These changes need to make provision for
downturns in the economic cycle and ensure that true
value is transferred to the BEE shareholders.

Be Black Empowered

Be Black Controlled

Be Black Influenced

No Black Involvement

Figure 23. During the next 12 months we expect BEE to be a requirement in a(n)
(funds and captives only):

High proportion of our deals (above 75%)
Significant proportion of our deals (50% to 74%)
Material proportion of our deals (25% to 49%)
Insignificant proportion of our deals (below 25%)

Figure 24. For our business, BEE will generate (funds and captives only):

More Opportunities

Less Opportunities

Same Opportunities
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Contraction of credit markets
means that more equity will be
required to fund deals. This means
there will be less reliance on
financial engineering and the focus
will shift to growing enterprise
value from operational
improvement. This will require a
more hands-on approach working
with management to enhance
value.

Time Allocation and Returns
In line with the sentiments conveyed earlier on, private
equity participants expect to spend the majority of their
time internally focused. 39% of respondents (the highest
ever in this survey) expect to spend the majority of their
time on portfolio management, focusing on driving
value from better operational performance in their
portfolio companies.

Figure 25

22% of respondents time will be spent on fundraising
activities with only 26% (the lowest ever in this
survey) spent on new investments. This should change
significantly over the next two surveys as private equity
funds move into acquisition mode to spend the money
raised and try and time the upswing in the economy.

Figure 25. During the next 12 months, we expect to spend the majority of our time focused on: (select up to 3)

100
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1

5

4

16

13

2
20

19

1
20

3
6

4
14

20

14

1

4
12

6
4
30

80

23

27

26

26

26

37

35

33

29

24

8
5
39

28

60

35

38

36

39

39

36

42

39

26

40

20
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20
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0
Q4 2004

Raising New Funds

Q1 2005

Q2 2005

New Investments

Q3 2005

Portfolio Management

Q4 2005

Q1 2006

Disinvestments

Q2 2006

Refinancing

Q3 2006

Q2 2007

Q3 2008

Q1 2009

Other
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Human Capital

Figure 26 to 28

Funds will be able to “cherry pick” and
it is a good time to acquire experienced
talent in the marketplace and be able to
fully capitalise on the upswing with
both resources of cash and skills firmly
in place.
This is a new section that has been added to the Q1
2009 version of the survey in order to assist practitioners
in managing their other major resource, staff.
As global financial institutions have retrenched staff
in response to the financial crisis, many South African
investment professionals working abroad have found

Figure 26. Over the next 12 months we expect
our transaction team to:

Increase

20

Decrease

Remain the Same

themselves to be casualties of this process. With the
supply of jobs on the world stage decreasing, many
have and will continue to seek to return to South Africa
where a skills shortage and thus the demand for skills
remains.
Only 12% of respondents expect their teams to
decrease over the next 12 months. In line with the
global migration of skills, 79% of respondents expect
the skills pool in South Africa to increase over the next
12 months.
21% of respondents are looking for a skill set different
to the current team. We may well see a change in the
composition of teams as the focus shifts to include more
operational and portfolio management skills.
Funds will be able to “cherry pick” and it is a good time
to acquire experienced talent in the marketplace and
be able to fully capitalise on the upswing with both
resources of cash and skills firmly in place.

Figure 27. Over the next 12 months we expect
the availability of investment professional skills
to:

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 28. Over the next 12 months we
expect the investment professionals that we
employ to have a skill set

Similar to the Current Team
Different to the Current Team

Investors

Figure 29 to 34

In an efficient capital market capital will always flow to
the area of highest risk adjusted return.
Investors in private equity funds remain upbeat about
the returns that can be generated from this alternative
asset class. 83% of respondents expect the returns
generated by private equity funds to outperform the
relative JSE index and 68% expect that they will benefit
from superior risk adjusted returns.
This is a medium term view and although the JSE is
expected to remain under pressure in the short term,
this appears to be more as a result of superior returns
generated from private equity rather than poor returns
from the JSE.

26% of respondents expect to increase
their allocation to PE and VC funds
although 57% will maintain the status
quo on their allocations.

Figure 29. My current medium-term view is that PE/VC funds will provide returns that will:

This could certainly be a driver of de-listings (public to
private) but the main challenge is getting shareholders
to agree to prices at these depressed levels.
In contrast to the ambitions of private equity
participants in raising new funds (refer figure 2), only
26% of respondents expect to increase their allocation
to PE and VC funds although 57% will maintain the
status quo on their allocations. This again highlights the
scarcity and competition for capital.
52% of respondents cited a lack of liquidity as the
constraining factor preventing investment in PE and VC
funds.
Private equity participants will be raising funds with the
view of achieving superior returns by capitalising on the
market turnaround while investors will be exercising
caution in their investments and rebalancing portfolios.
It is the outcome of this contest that will ultimately
decide the returns generated from private equity over
the medium to long term.

Outperform the appropriate JSE index
Perform in line with the appropriate JSE index
Under-perform the appropriate JSE index

Figure 30. My current medium-term view is that PE/VC funds will provide:

Superior risk adjusted returns

Adequate risk adjusted returns

Inferior risk adjusted returns
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Figure 31. During the next 12 months we expect our allocation (% of total funds) to
PE/VC funds to:

Increase

Decrease

Remain the Same

Figure 32. Our current allocation to PE/VC funds are:

0 to 2.5%

2.5% to 5.0%

Above 5%

Private equity participants will be raising funds with the view of
achieving superior returns by capitalising on the market turnaround
while investors will be exercising caution in their investments and
rebalancing portfolios. It is the outcome of this contest that will
ultimately decide the returns generated from private equity over the
medium to long term.
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Figure 33. Of our funds committed to PE/VC funds during the next twelve months,
investment in BEE funds will be:

0 to 33%

34% to 66%

67% to 100%

Figure 34. I expect the following to be constraining factors during the next 12 months for investing in PE/VC funds: (select one or more)

Lack of appropriate risk adjusted returns
Lack of liquidity
Asset class not well understood
PE/VC perceived as “exotic” products
Other

The South African Private Equity Confidence Survey 2009
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About PECS
The Deloitte PECS provides a comprehensive snapshot
of the venture capital and private equity industry’s
expectations for the next 12 months, and acts as an
indicator of changing confidence levels in:
• economic climate
• deal activity, and
• availability of funding and investment focus.

Other countries and regions where Deloitte has run PECS
include:
United Kingdom
Germany/Austria/Switzerland
France
Canada
Australia/New Zealand

The results produce a forward looking measure of the
overall sentiment in the South African Venture Capital and
Private Equity community, which is extremely relevant to
immediate deal flow. This survey is modelled on similar
surveys conducted in 16 other developed and emerging
economies. PECS will further facilitate comparisons of
trends and views expressed by the global venture capital
community with our domestic marketplace. The survey was
conducted amongst a population of more than 400 private
equity investment professionals in South Africa.

Israel
Benelux Countries
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Hong Kong/China
India
Turkey
Central Europe
United States of America
Russia
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Contact Information
Deloitte
For further information about this survey or to find out
more about Deloitte’s Corporate Finance team please
contact one of the specialists listed below.
Private Equity Group
Sean McPhee		

+27 11 209 8615

Corporate Finance Due Dilligence
Karin Hodson		
+27 11 806 5668
Nisha Dharamlall		
+27 11 806 5605
Corporate Finance Valuation Services
David McDuff 		
+27 11 806 5617
Charles Larbi-Odam 		
+27 11 806 5267
Corporate Finance Advisory Services
Mark Casey 		
+27 11 806 5205
Greg Benjamin		
+27 11 209 8351
Corporate Finance Debt Advisory Services
Andre Pottas 		
+27 31 560 7033
Sponsor Services
Chris Pretorius 		

+27 11 806 5616

M&A Tax
Helgo Rapsch 		
Anne Casey 		

+27 11 806 5324
+27 11 806 5331

Legal
Dean Chivers 		
+27 11 806 5159
Markjan van Schaardenburgh +27 11 806 5473

The Southern African Venture Capital and Private
Equity Association (“SAVCA”)
SAVCA is the industry association representing over 60
fund managers in the venture capital and private equity
industry in South Africa.
The industry has over R86 billion (US$ 11 billion) in
funds under management and approximately 400
professionals.
SAVCA was formed in 1998 and its mission is to play a
meaningful role in the Venture Capital and Private Equity
industry by:
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting the interests of the industry
Lobbying on behalf of the industry
Disseminating information
Arranging training for the staff of its members
Researching the industry in SA

For more information visit www.savca.co.za
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